To re-oil permanent and disposable air filters, use

**SMITH FILTER SPRAY**

Designed to increase the efficiency of your filter.

**SMITH FILTER CORPORATION**

www.smithfilter.com
5000 - 41st Street Ct. * Moline, IL 61265-7583
1-800-447-4009 (wats) * 1-309-764-8324 (local) * 1-309-764-6816 (fax)
FILTER SPRAY
ADHESIVE CAN AND BULK

Smith Filter Spray is specially formulated to enhance the effectiveness of filters in heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems. Applied to these filters, it creates a tacky surface that catches and holds dust, pollen, spores and other airborne contaminants. It can be used on either permanent or disposable filters.

18 OZ. FILTER SPRAY CAN

EASY DIRECTIONS
1. REMOVE LINT AND DIRT FROM FILTER
   Use vacuum or gently tap filter with the dirty side down.
2. WASH FILTER ON BOTH SIDES
   Flush out with pressure hose or hot water faucet.
   (Do not wash throwaway type filters)
3. ALLOW FILTER TO DRY
   Shake filter and drain dry.
4. APPLY SMITH FILTER SPRAY ON AIR
   LEAVING SIDE OF THE FILTER
   Shake can before depressing spray head. Spray lightly
   on the filter, preventing oil from dripping or running
   off the surface.
   NOTE: USE IN A VENTILATED AREA AT ROOM
   TEMPERATURE
5. CLEAR NOZZLE AFTER USE
   Turn upside down and spray out excess oil in
   nozzle. Clogged spray hole can be cleaned with a
   needle or wire.

BULK FILTER SPRAY

EASY DIRECTIONS
1. SAME PROCESS for preparing filter as with
   18 OZ. FILTER SPRAY CAN.
2. POUR FILTER SPRAY INTO SPRAY GUN
   No need for mixing - oil does not need diluting.
3. APPLY SMITH FILTER SPRAY ON AIR
   LEAVING SIDE OF THE FILTER
   Spray lightly on the filter, just enough to cover the
   filter.
4. STORAGE
   When finished, you may store the remaining oil in
   the Spray Gun if it will be used again right away or
   pour the unused oil back into the holder. Be sure to
   wash the Spray Gun out with soap and water after each
   application.
5. NOTE: THIS IS NOT A CONCENTRATE.

The Smith Filter Spray is available in both 18 oz. cans and bulk. With the cans, on the average you will use less than 1/2 an ounce of filter spray per square foot. One can will normally cover at least 9 - 20x20 filters. Spray sold individually or in cases of 12.

Bulk Filter Spray is available in 1 gallon, 5 gallon and 55 gallon drums. Applied with an industrial strength Spray Gun, this bulk filter spray allows the user to apply as much or as little as is appropriate for the application.

These products are kept in stock, ready for immediate shipment.

A water soluble solution, the filter spray will also help in the clean-up of permanent filters. This coating on the filter prevents dirt buildup from adhering itself to the filter, allowing the contaminants to be easily washed away. Also, because Smith Filter Spray it is water soluble, clean-up of the Spray Gun is simple too.

Material Safety Data Sheets available upon request